A Control Moment Gyro (CMG) is a momentum-exchange torque generator. Compared to other momentumexchange torque generators, such as reaction wheels, this device has advantages of high output torques and rapid responses. Despite these advantages, singularities and the nonlinear nature of the steering logic of this device have hampered its application in small spacecraft control. Although there have been many studies of singularity avoidance, in practice, attitude settling times of maneuvers using CMG have been slow when trajectories produced by this control method pass through or near the singularities. In this works, we applied Receding Horizon (RH) control to CMG steering to overcome such problems described and obtain fast attitude maneuver times. This is achieved by choosing the difference between the current attitude and the target attitude as a performance index with which to determine controller gains for this control method. The results of numerical simulations show that our method achieves superior attitude maneuvering times to singularity avoidance steering laws when singularities are encountered.
Introduction
A control moment gyro (CMG) generates torques for attitude control of a spacecraft by exchanging angular momentum. From the viewpoint of mechanical structure, a CMG system can be a single-gimbal CMG (SGCMG), a double-gimbal CMG (DGCMG), or a variable speed CMG (VSCMG), where the VSCMG inherits both the CMG and reaction wheel (RW) properties. In addition, CMG systems may be implemented in several configurations, including pyramid-type and roof-type configurations. This paper is restricted to pyramid, single-gimbal, constant-speed, CMGs.
Due to their higher output torques and faster responses than other torque generators, such as reaction wheels (RWs), the CMG has previously been applied mainly to control problems of large or agile spacecraft, such as space stations or astronomical satellites. However, CMG systems have an inherent and serious singularity problem if system falls into a singularity, it cannot generate arbitrary torques. This singularity problem has discouraged their use on spacecraft, especially small satellites that do not always require large control torques. Many control methods have been proposed to solve the singularity problem of a SGCMG, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and singular states have been analyzed and visualized. 1) The methods developed so far to tackle the singularity problem of a SGCMG can be divided into three categories.
The first category is given by local-gradient methods, 2, 3) that rely on null motion. 4) If the CMG cluster has a redundant number of wheels (for example >3) there are null motions that do not affect the total angular momentum and output torque. The gradient method searches for the direction along which an objective function containing information about the singularity increases (or decreases) locally, and then applies a null motion along this direction. This method produces an output torques equal to the required ones. However, there are singular states that cannot be avoided using the null motion method.
3)
The second category is given by the so-called ''singularity robust'' (SR) methods 5, 6) that produce a torque error when encountering singular states. This method is relatively simple but fails to deliver solutions when trapped around a special class of singular states. Some methods have been proposed to overcome this problem; Ford and Hall 7) have proposed singular direction avoidance steering logic, and Wie 8) proposed an off-diagonal singular robust logic to handle a special class of saturation singularities by introducing a time-dependent modulation function in the calculation of gimbal rates. This method has been modified 9, 10) to handle gimbal angle constraints for the SR method. The above three SR methods have been compared experimentally.
11)
The third category is given by global avoidance methods that include workspace restriction, 3) preferred gimbal angle, 12) path planning, 13) etc. These global methods anticipate the singular states and then steer the gimbal angles accordingly so that the CMG system does not encounter singularities. However, this method uses offline calculation while the other two categories do not fully use the angular momentum capacity of the CMG cluster.
These singularity avoidance methods work reasonably well when singularities are correctly avoided. However, the settling times of attitude maneuvers undertaken according to CMG control are still sometimes slow. This is because SR methods cannot generate the commanded torques around singularities due to the added torque error, while the local gradient methods may become trapped around strong singu-Ó 2009 The Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space Sciences larities, delaying settling, because the gimbal is steered by the local gradient of an objective function.
Receding horizon (RH) predictive control methods have recently attracted the interest of many researchers due to their applicability to various classes of control systems, including even under-actuated systems. Although RH predictive control methods have not yet been applied to CMG steering control, such methods could overcome the problem of slow settling times associated with SR methods when singularities are encountered, as well as the offline calculations shortcoming of global avoidance methods.
Based on this view point, we designed a control law enabling a CMG system to generate a torques trajectory suitable for fast attitude maneuvers by applying receding horizon (RH) predictive control to a CMG steering logic to determine gimbal perturbations. In this study, the difference between the predicted attitude and the target attitude is chosen as the cost function in the RH control with the aim of enabling a spacecraft to approach the target attitude as quickly as possible, even if the gimbals fall into or pass near singularities. Thus, the cost function here is different from the previously proposed ones, 13, 14) which studied an application of game theory to provide singularity avoidance for the CMG method.
Various numerical simulations were conducted and the results show that faster attitude maneuvers are achieved by the present control scheme when the control gains for the torque error term and the null motion term are selected by receding horizon predictive control, than those achieved by singularity avoidance steering methods.
where H i is the angular momentum vector of the ith CMG expressed in the spacecraft reference frame, is the pyramid skew angle, c cos , s sin , i is the gimbal angle of the ith CMG, and the momentum magnitude for each CMG is assumed to be a constant of magnitude one without loss of generality.
One way to determine the gimbal angle trajectories that generate the commanded momentum trajectory is to solve a constrained optimization problem by minimizing a suitable performance index, JðÞ, subject to the nonlinear constraints (Eq. (1)). However this approach is unsuitable for real-time implementation.
A more practical approach to solving the inverse kinematic problem is to use the differential relationship between the gimbal angles and the CMG momentum vector. For such local inversion or tangent methods, the time derivative of the CMG angular momentum vector (Eq. (1)) can be obtained as:
where is the gimbal angle vector, _ is the gimbal rate, c i is the ith column of C, and 
The gimbal rate command _ is then obtained as:
which is often referred to as the pseudoinverse steering logic. Most CMG steering laws determine the gimbal rate command with some variant of this pseudoinverse logic.
Equations of motion
The rotational equations of motion of a rigid spacecraft equipped with momentum-exchange actuators such as control moment gyros are, in general, given by:
where H S is the angular momentum vector of the total system, T ext is the external torque vector, including the gravity-gradient, solar pressure and aerodynamic torques, and !ð¼ð! 1 ; ! 2 ; ! 3 Þ T Þ is the angular velocity of the spacecraft, all expressed in terms of control axes fixed relative to the spacecraft body. The total angular momentum vector consists of the angular momentum of the main body of the spacecraft added to the CMG angular momentum, that is:
where J is the inertia tensor of the spacecraft including CMGs. Combining Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) yields δ δ δ β δ Fig. 1 . Coordinate system and vectors of pyramid-type CMG system.
Furthermore, by introducing the internal control torque vector generated by the CMGs, denoted by uð¼ðu 1 ; u 2 ; u 3 Þ T Þ, Eq. (7) is rewritten as:
Consequently, the spacecraft control torque input u can be assumed to be known for the subsequent steering logic design, and the desired CMG momentum rate is often selected as:
Predictive Control for Control Moment Gyros
This section introduces RH predictive control to a CMG steering law with the aim of reducing attitude settling times.
Attitude control law
To perform large-angle reorientation maneuvers, we first consider quaternion-feedback control 21) as the attitude control law. The differential equations describing the quaternion kinematics are given by:
By defining a quaternion vector q ¼ ðq 1 ; q 2 ; q 3 Þ T as:
where eð¼ðe 1 ; e 2 ; e 3 Þ T Þ is the Euler-axis vector, and is the angle of rotation about the Euler axis, Eq. (10) is rewritten as:
Because quaternions are well suited to onboard real-time computation, the following linear state feedback controller can be considered for real-time implementation:
where q e ¼ ðq 1e ; q 2e ; q 3e Þ T is the attitude error quaternion vector, and K q and C ! are controller gain matrices to be determined. The attitude error quaternions ðq 0e ; q 1e ; q 2e ; q 3e Þ are computed using the desired or commanded attitude quaternions ðq 0c ; q 1c ; q 2c ; q 3c Þ and the current attitude quaternions ðq 0 ; q 1 ; q 2 ; q 3 Þ as follows:
q 
Basic CMG steering logic
To introduce predictive control to a steering law, a basic CMG steering logic is needed. Here, a steering logic including torque error and null motion terms is considered in the form:
where K e is a torque error term to avoid singularities, n is a null motion vector, and T com is the quaternion feedback controller commanded torque. Although singularity avoidance is not the purpose of this study, a torque error term is still included in the steering logic, because the single degree of freedom obtained through null motion is insufficient for gimbal space. In short, in the steering logic, null motion and torque error may be considered to give two degrees of freedom to the gimbal space. 3.3. CMG predictive steering law 3.3.1. Prediction parameters Controlled plants are generally nonlinear, but the design of controllers incorporating nonlinear models is generally complex. Since this is also the case for model predictive controllers, linearized models are frequently used to obtain optimal gains for the model predictive control method. However, modeling errors resulting from linearization can impair controller performance. Thus, the potential advantages of successful implementation of a nonlinear model are clear.
Since CMG systems are strongly nonlinear, a nonlinear model must be used in the model predictive control law. Here, model prediction was performed by numerical simulation. Although this is computationally expensive, it permits simple investigation of the possibility of predictive control of CMG steering.
The block diagram of the predictive control method is shown in Fig. 2 cludes a nonlinear numerical model of the spacecraft dynamics and uses a pyramid-type CMG system. The CMG predictive steering controller also reads the spacecraft's attitude, attitude rate and CMG gimbal angles. The torque error gain matrices K e and null motion gain k N in Eq. (13) are treated as prediction parameters in the model predictive steering control. Because it is not practical to determine the nine elements of matrix K e independently, a scalar value k e is used as an actual prediction parameter in implementation of K e as follows: 
Note that an off-diagonal matrix, 9) which is effective in helping the trajectory to avoid singularities, is included in the implementation of K e , where the values of the offdiagonal matrix were selected by trial and error.
The CMG predictive steering controller conducts 25 sets of simulations at each control step, considering five different values of each gain of k N and k e . In all simulations, the perceived current condition of the system is used as the initial condition for predictive control.
Objective function
Before describing the objective function used in the RH control here, we first address the objective function of the directed search method.
13)
The objective function 13) to be maximized, c n , is selected to be
where m j is the CMG gain ð¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi det CC T p Þ, ðm min Þ r is the minimum value of the CMG gain over the path, h resðjÞ is a momentum residual, ðÁ _ over Þ j is the excess of the gimbal rate over the hardware limit, J null ð jÞ is defined by jn j j þ jn j À n jÀ1 j (n j is the null motion), r is the number of receding horizon nodes, W i ði ¼ 1; Á Á Á ; 5Þ are weighting coefficients, and the subscript j denotes the horizon node j.
The first term is proportional to the minimum value of the CMG gain over the trajectory, while the second term approximates the integral of the inverse gain. The third term is the aggregate momentum residual accumulated over the trajectory, and works to reduce the momentum error between the desired momentum and that generated by the CMGs through the trajectories. The fourth term represents the gimbal rate above the hardware limit, while the final term works to reduce the undesired side-effects of null motion. The objective of the first and second terms is to encourage the system to avoid singularities. As a consequence, a large weighting coefficient W 1 is chosen.
Here, the objective function for the predictive control is chosen as:
where Â error j is the attitude error predicted at the horizon node j, which is introduced to the objective function to achieve fast attitude settling. The optimal predictive parameters k e and k N are selected from the candidate values by maximizing this function at every control cycle. Note that the CMG gain weighting coefficient W 2 is set to either 0 or to small values in this study, so that it does not play a significant role except when encountering particularly strong singularities. In contrast to the directed search method, the present objective function does not include a momentum residual term. This is because in the RH predictive method, the momentum error in a prediction trajectory is not so significant, and the torques desired by the quaternion feedback controller continuously force the spacecraft to move to the desired attitude. In other words, the attitude error term in the objective function works to correct attitude rather than avoid singularities.
Numerical Simulation
CMG attitude control was simulated numerically with the CMG model RH predictive control law, two SR steering laws, 3, 8) and the local gradient method. 3) For comparison, the quaternion feedback control law is used to calculate the command torque for all simulations.
Simulation condition
The abbreviations for the steering laws are listed in Table 1 . To properly compare the settling times produced by the various steering laws, the quaternion feedback control is used as the torque command law for all steering laws, and the numerical simulations are conducted under the same conditions.
The control gains of the steering laws other than the RH predictive control are given as follows:
Steering logic SR a proposed by Wie,
where in this study, the scale factors and E of SR a are selected to be: Table 2 . The attitude control gains are selected so as not to overshoot the desired attitude with an ideal linear torquer.
If large numbers are chosen for gains k e and k N in the predictive steering controller, the commanded gimbal rate exceeds hardware limits. Therefore, these two gains are selected so that the commanded gimbal rate is held within the hardware limits, which are assumed to be a range of 5/3 rad as listed in Table 2 .
Here, prediction is performed by numerical simulations. In these simulations, there is a trade-off between the increase in accuracy gained by selecting a small calculation cycle interval, and the subsequent increase in computational time that occurs with smaller cycle intervals. In this study, after some trials and errors, we chose calculation and control steps of 0.1 and 0.2 s, respectively. The prediction horizon, r, is set to 70 steps for all simulations.
The initial attitude, desired attitude, and initial gimbal angles are set appropriately to determine the behavior around singularities. These are listed in Table 3 , where the attitude angles are represented as z-y-x Euler angles.
Under conditions F, G, H, P and R, the gimbal angles encounter singularities at the start of gimbal control. In the other cases, singularities occur during maneuvering.
Results
The results of numerical simulations for conditions A and O are shown in Figs. 3 to 6. Each figure shows the time responses of gimbal angles, singular values, CMG generated torques, torque error, Euler angles, and attitude error norm. Table 4 shows the attitude settling time for each simulation condition and steering law. As shown in the figures and table, the settling time is 40 to 50 s. Note that 1 in the table means the spacecraft did not reach the desired attitude because the steering law became trapped around a singularity. In each figure, the torque error oscillates dramatically when the CMG system passed near the singular states. In addition, comparing Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 4(a) , or Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 6(a) shows that the gimbal angles for RH control are greater than those for SR control at the end of the maneuvering phase.
To evaluate the performance of each steering law under various conditions, a performance index denoted by score is calculated as follows:
where T s;i is the attitude settling time for each simulation condition ði ¼ A; Á Á Á ; RÞ. The values of score for the present simulations are given in Table 4 . The larger the index values, the faster the attitude maneuvering of the corresponding control method, considering all simulation results. As shown in Table 4 , the settling times for RH predictive control are faster than for other controllers. The contribution of the RH predictive controller to the reduced settling time can be explained by two factors. The first concerns avoid- ance of strong singularities and generation of torques to follow the quaternion feedback commanded torques in the present RH control method. The second is that a spacecraft under RH control approaches the desired attitude rapidly, because it maneuvers at a fast attitude rate that cannot be slowed by the CMG falling into a singularity. For reference, Table 5 categorizes which of these two factors may attribute to the reduced attitude settling time obtained by the RH control in the present simulations. Conditions F, H, and Q are omitted because there is no significant reduction in settling times in these cases.
For conditions O and R, the reduced settling time is attributable to the first reason. These simulation results indicate that SR steering logic requires a long time to escape singularities.
In contrast, the length of time the RH steering law devotes to singularity effects is shorter.
These steering laws select gimbal trajectories that avoid singularities with a significant effect on maneuvering speed. These trajectories are chosen despite the fact that the method evaluates only attitude error, and in particular does not evaluate CMG gain. This means that the best trajectories (in the sense of candidate solutions for this method) for fast attitude settling are those of the present RH method that avoid singularities.
For conditions A and G, the reduced settling time is caused by the second factor. For these simulation conditions, the results of numerical simulation show that the CMG system falls into singularities for both SR methods and RH predictive methods. However, the settling times of the RH methods are shorter than those of the SR methods. The spacecraft attitude adjustment rate is fast in the middle of the maneuver. During this process, the quaternion feedback controller commands torques that slow down the attitude rate, where this operation is induced by the differential term. If the CMG system generates torque following the commanded torques, the spacecraft will rapidly reach the The reduced settling time in the above two situations was not induced by avoiding all singularities, but was rather (as a result of evaluating only attitude errors) achieved by avoiding singularities that significantly effect settling time.
However, the RH control in this study still carries a risk of being unable to escape from singularities. That is, the system might fall into singularities that the system cannot escape from, where arbitrary torques cannot be generated, and the attitude is uncontrollable. Furthermore, as shown in the results, torques that are generated near singularities tend to oscillate, possibly inducing undesired vibrations of flexible structures on a spacecraft.
Computation time is another problem of the proposed method, because the object function in the proposed method, which depends on the predicted states and inputs during the predictive horizon of 70 (7 s Â 10 step/s) steps, is calculated for 25 (¼5 Â 5) patterns of control gains. In short, the proposed method needs 1,750 calculation times. For the proposed method, the average time required for the numerical simulations of 50 seconds is 9.0 s, using the Runge-Kutta method with a time interval of 0.001 s, while that of the singularity avoidance method is 1.5 s. This calculation time could be reduced by reducing the number of calculation patterns for the control gains. The above two issues will be studied in the near future.
Conclusions
We applied RH predictive control to a CMG steering law to achieve fast attitude maneuvers. Although singularity avoidance logic is generally needed for CMG steering logic, the cost function in this study does not include a singularity avoidance term, but only includes an attitude error term. Numerical simulations under various conditions were used to evaluate the performance of the proposed control method compared to SR avoidance methods, and the local gradient The results showed that the CMG steering rate determined by RH predictive control is effective in reducing the attitude settling time compared to other steering laws. This settling time is reduced for two reasons: (1) avoiding singularities and generating torques to follow the quaternion feedback commanded torques, and (2) for cases in which the trajectory does fall into singularities, not slowing down the attitude adjustment rate and approaching the desired attitude rapidly. The former reason is more significant in reducing settling time than the latter. Despite the outlined advantages, there are still some problems in practical application of the RH methods described in this paper. Allowing the system to fall into singularities causes pulsed torques that can lead to vibration of flexible structures on the spacecraft. In addition, the predictive control method generally needs longer computation times than the other steering methods, because numerical simulation is required for model prediction. These remain open problems that we intend to study in future work.
